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-  Can you hear the struggles of the dying young 

You know you can't cause some don’t their lungs 

Do you see past a life of your own 

Can you see pain you can't condone  

Will you help a life in need  

Will you satisfy those undying pleads 

Your time, your love, do you have a little to spare 

One, Two, maybe Three if you're willing to share 

A heart that has failed  

Lungs that have no breath to prevail  

The Gift Of Life can save them 

To help one soul Can mend them  

A hundredfold lives to be saved all thanks to you 

What can you say What can you do 

A heart A muscle that circulates you 

When you’re gone, if right, its better than new 

A beautiful gift that you no longer need 

Why let it go to waste when someone's in need 

Those lungs of yours so healthy so pure  

There's someone who's dying and you're the cure 



When you're gone you can still be a hero  

Sign up Show you care  

The time you spend is worth it I swear 

You can give the greatest gift of all  

An organ donation so that the innocent won't fall 

The Gift of Life 

 

- Inhale and Exhale 

Donate to the gift of life 

They’ll survive when you’re gone 

 

- Feel the beats of your heart as it supplies life 

So powerful an instrument to behold 

A pump two valves-open  

then two valves collapse 

An engineering spectacle for the world 

Don't let such a marvel die before it's ready    

Just become a donor with the Gift of Life 

You can live on with those in debt to your  grace 



Just think with one life all the lives you'd save 

Living or dead there's still kindness to be shed 

 

- Its not easy to live on your own 

to face the struggles of your body failing alone 

with the Gift of Life you make friends who can support you  

you have people who can rid the pain 

Doctors and nurses who can make you ok 

 

   

  

  


